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Abstract

Objectives

The arrival of the Huns into Europe in the fourth century AD increased the occurrence of intentional cranial modification among European nomads. It has been postulated that the Huns used a two-bandage cranial binding technique to differentiate themselves from surrounding nomadic groups, including those from Georgia. This study examines this hypothesis by comparing Migration Period (4th – 7th Century AD) juvenile crania, which retain strong impressions of bindings, with adult modified crania from Hungary and Georgia.

Materials and Methods

Twelve surface landmarks and 251 semi-landmarks were used to study ontogenetic trajectories in nine juvenile and 16 adult modified skulls from eight Hungarian sites and 21 adult skulls from two Georgian sites. Generalized Procrustes Analysis, linear regression of Procrutes distance on dental age and log centroid size, and warping the principal components in shape space helped to identify cranial shape changes.

Results

The principal components provide significant separation of the juvenile and adult groups from Georgia and Hungary. Variation in modified cranial shape was limited in Hungary compared to Georgia. There was stronger correlation between juvenile and adult modified cranial shape in Hungary than in Georgia. Warping along the first axis reveals the trajectory from marked flattening of the frontal and occipital regions in juveniles to diminished flattening in the same
regions in adult crania, corresponding with one binding. Another depression extending from the post-bregmatic region to the temporal region, similarly strong in juveniles but diminishing in adults, marks the second binding.

Discussion

Hungarian crania were modified with two bindings with limited shape variation, whereas the Georgian crania had greater variation in shape being also modified with antero-posterior bindings. The findings from this study alongside contemporary historical sources help to understand the role of intentional cranial modification as a mark of social identity among nomads in the Migration Period of Europe.
1. Introduction

Intentional cranial modification is cultural practice where members of a social group mould the soft cranial bones of an infant into desired shape by applying tight bandages. Once the cranial bones ossify the modified head serves as a visible mark of affinity with a social group (Tiesler, 2014). Evidence for the practice of intentional cranial modification in the Mtskheta region of the Republic of Georgia exists from the third millennium BC, but it became far more prevalent after the fourth century AD corresponding to the Migration Period (4 – 7 AD) in Europe (Dingwall, 1931; Kiszely, 1978). This is the period following the collapse of the Western Roman Empire when there was large-scale migration of Germanic and Eurasian nomadic groups around Roman territory (Halsall, 2007). The proliferation of the practice during this period is associated with the Huns, nomadic warriors from Central Asia, who settled in the Carpathian basin around Hungary and Romania in the fourth century AD (Sinor, 1990), and practiced cranial modification as a unique marker of their social identity (Werner, 1956). The Huns are largely credited with destabilizing the Western Roman Empire and setting in motion the Migration Period (Sinor, 1990; Halsall, 2007; Kim, 2013; Vaissière, 2015). They were so influential in European history that modified crania from archaeological sites in the Migration Period are attributed to the Huns (Werner, 1956; Maenchen-Helfen, 1973; Smith, 1987; Anke, 1998; Huck, 2007), even in regions where historic records do not mention the presence of Huns and despite evidence for the practice prior to the arrival of Huns in Europe. This is the case in the Mtskheta region of Georgia. From 2008 to 2011 the University of Melbourne and the Georgian National Museum carried out joint excavations at the 1500 BC to 600 AD burial site of Samtavro and found that
roughly 24% of the excavated crania from burials dated to the Migration Period were intentionally modified. Combined with the finding of bronze mirrors, which Werner (1956) suggested are Hunnic cultural artefacts, we postulated a Hunnic link to the region (Sagona et al., 2010). To test the hypothesis that Huns were present in Georgia we subsequently used eigenshape analysis to compare adult modified crania from the Mtskheta region of Georgia with modified crania from the Carpathian basin around Hungary, where Hunnic presence was unambiguous (Mayall, Pilbrow, Bitadze, 2017). From two-dimensional analysis of the sagittal outline of the cranium, we found that the Hungarian crania were far more constrained in shape during the Migration Period, whereas modified crania from Georgia from the same time-period displayed a variety of shapes. We postulated that the technique of modification in Hungary was under strong social control and involved the use of two bindings, one circular and another vertical, whereas in Georgia, either single or double circumferential bindings resulted in a diversity of modified shapes. Based on this we suggested that other nomadic groups were involved in the practice of intentional cranial modification in Georgia, but Huns had little influence on the practice there.

Juveniles make up 36% of the sample with modified crania from Hungary and they preserve strong signs of the bindings placed in early childhood. In contrast, we do not find juveniles with modified crania in the Mtskheta region of Georgia, although juveniles make up 22% of the skeletal sample in the region (Sagona et al., 2010). The juvenile modified crania from Hungary thus provide a unique means to test the hypothesis that people from the Hunnic region of the Carpathian Basin in the Migration Period used a specific two-binding technique, which differed from that in Georgia.
The process of modifying the child’s skull to achieve a desired shape begins at birth. The cranial vault is 25% of adult size at this time (Vinicius, 2005) and the bones are soft and malleable to allow passage through the birth canal. In annular or circumferential binding, caregivers wrap the bandages around the frontal, parietal and squamous portions of the temporal and occipital bones. These bones are intramembranous in ossification, with most of their growth occurring during the first and part of the second year, when sutures take up the mechanical stress from the growth of the brain, while sutural margins provide sites of bone growth through apposition (Rice, 2008). Caregivers maintain the bindings for the first few years of life while the bones are malleable and sutures unfused (Tiesler, 2014). The pressure from the bindings initiates premature closure of the sutures and changes the normal direction of cranial growth, with compensatory growth occurring perpendicular to the closure (Gerszten, 1993; Gerszten and Gerszten, 1995; Rice, 2008; Hukki, Saarinen, Kangasniemi, 2008; Tiesler, 2014). Compression in the anterior-posterior and medio-lateral directions in annular or circumferential binding forces growth in a superior direction, resulting in a tall, domed skull. We see such skulls in Georgia during the Migration Period. Modified skulls from Hungary from the same time-period show compression in the anterior-posterior and medio-lateral directions, but also in the coronal direction. Thus, they do not have a domed shape. Instead, they show bulging in the region of the parietal squama, suggesting that the adult carers placed a vertical bandage in the region of anterior fontanelle perpendicular to the circular bandages. The juvenile skulls from Hungary display clear depressions in the pathway of the bandages and provide an ideal means to study the technique of modification in the Carpathian basin in contrast with Georgia.
In this study, we use the Evan Toolbox software (http://www.evan-society.org) to quantify cranial shape and study the pathway of the bindings in three dimensions in order to get a fuller understanding of the binding styles. We use Procrustes superimposition to compare the shape of juvenile crania from Hungary with adult crania from Hungary and Georgia. By tracing cranial shape change in an ontogenetic series and studying the correlation between the juveniles and adults in principal components defining shape we are able to gain insight into the techniques used in the modification of Hungarian and Georgian adult crania. Generalized Procrustes Analysis allows us to exclude differences in the size, orientation and position of the cranial landmark configurations, and include males, females and juveniles in the sample, leaving shape as the only remaining variable to be analysed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample

We studied twenty-five intentionally modified crania from the Natural History Museum, Budapest derived from eight burial sites (see Map, Figure 1). These included seven juvenile crania and three adult crania from southern Hungary (Keszthely, Mözs and Mohacs), one juvenile and thirteen adult crania from the north (Velem-Szentvid, Rakoczifalva, Tiszavasvari, Hajdúnánás) and a juvenile cranium from Arad-Gáj (Romania). All samples come from the main regions of Hunnic settlements in Hungary and Romania (Sinor, 1990). The individual from Arad-Gáj was placed with the Hungarian samples in Budapest and comes from Transylvania, which was ceded from Hungary to Romania in 1947. We describe these samples as Hungarian based on their current repository.
We focused our analysis on the cranial vault as this is the region of the skull subject to bindings.

In order to place landmarks and semi-landmarks for Procrustes analysis, the main criterion for sample inclusion was a sufficiently intact cranial vault. This allowed us to include several specimens where the cranial base was absent. However, several samples where the cranial vault was incomplete were deemed unsuitable for study. Thus, of 21 individuals with modified skulls from Keszthely-Fenékpuszta (Pap, 1985), 14 were available to be imaged but only eight were suitable to be included in this study. Mözs had over 40 modified skulls (Ódor, 2011), of which three were available, but one juvenile was suitable for study. Only single individuals were available to study from Mohacs, Tiszavasvari, Velem-Szentvid, and Arad-Gáj. These sites therefore permit as complete a representation of samples as was possible. Small sample sizes and poor subsampling across sites and age classes are universally acknowledged limitations in studying ontogenetic allometry in archeological and paleontological contexts, and are likely to produce results with lower statistical power (Brown and Vavrek, 2015). At the same time, ontogenetic series of modified crania provide a unique perspective for studying cultural modification as juvenile crania retain impressions of bindings placed in early childhood. Few previous studies have included such samples. We bear in mind the sampling limitations when interpreting our results and hope that additional studies with augmented samples may help to verify our findings.

We included twenty-one modified adult crania from Georgia (Figure 2). The Georgian crania came from the region of Mtskheta, studied at the Georgian National Museum’s osteological repository and the History and Ethnographic Institute of Tbilisi. Table 1 provides details on the sites, dental age, sex distribution and dating information for the samples.
For all juveniles, we estimated age-at-death by the sequence of dental eruption (Buikstra and Ubelaker, 1994). The age of adults was estimated based on the degree of closure of ectocranial sutures (Meindl and Lovejoy, 1985). We assigned the following developmental stages to the dental eruption state: M0: first molars are unerupted, thus individuals below the age of 6; M1: first molars are in full occlusion, but second molars unerupted, thus individuals between the ages of six and 12; M2: second molars are in full occlusion, but third molars are unerupted and cranial sutures are unfused, thus individuals between the ages of 12 and 18; M3: third molars are in full occlusion, thus individuals above the age of 18. When the third molars were absent, we assigned individuals to the M3 stage based on cranial suture closure. We estimated sex from features of cranial robusticity (Ascadi and Nemeskeri, 1970). Georgia has a predominance of females with modified heads (76% in our sample), but there is equal representation of males and females in Hungary. Our rationale for including variably represented samples in our study is explained below. The implications of the difference between Georgia and Hungary in age and sex representation of modified crania are addressed in the Discussion. We took the dates for the specimens from museum records based on archaeological contexts, or from radiocarbon dates, as stated in Table 1. We selected specimens specific to the 4th to 7th c AD.

2.2 Data acquisition
We obtained cranial images using a NextEngine 3D laser scanner, which uses multiple laser stripes to image the object. We used the wide view, which has a resolution of 0.038 cm with 60 points per cm. The surfaces of the specimens were digitalized using twelve landmarks and 251 semi-landmarks (Figure 3). We placed four landmarks in the midline and four bilaterally, making sure we captured locations in the sagittal, coronal and transverse planes (Table 2). We applied surface semi-landmarks manually to the template, approximately equidistant in concentric curves lateral to the sagittal curve. The lines of semi-landmarks incorporated fixed landmarks where possible (see Gunz et al., 2005). The number of semi-landmarks used were the minimum required to cover the cranial vault and decipher the shape differences while avoiding redundancies which could make subsequent analyses more complicated and time consuming (MacLeod, 2014; Gunz et al., 2005). We then projected the semi-landmarks onto the target cranial surfaces to which we had previously applied homologous fixed landmarks. We slid the semi-landmarks along tangents to the cranial surface to positions of maximal correspondence to the template bringing them into geometric correspondence with the homologous landmarks of the target specimens (Gunz et al., 2005). When cranial portions were missing, a thin plate spline interpolation was computed from the landmarks and semi-landmarks of the template and the incomplete specimen and mapped onto the incomplete specimen using the sliding step to minimize bending energy between the two (Gunz and Mitteroecker, 2013). We then imported the information regarding the landmark configurations of the specimens into a virtual programme network (vpn) in Evan Toolbox for Generalized Procrustes superimposition and visualisation of the shape changes in the modified specimens by warping exemplar specimens along the principal axes of variation.
2.3 Shape analysis

After the cranial shapes had been standardised with Procrustes superimposition to eliminate differences in the size, orientation and position we used a principal components analysis to assess the relative shapes of the Georgian and Hungarian adult and the Hungarian juvenile specimens. The centroid of each configuration was calculated as the point at the mean values of the x, y, z co-ordinates of all the landmarks. The centroid size was determined as the square root of the summed squared distances of each landmark to the centroid. Position was standardized by centring the centroids of each landmark configuration at zero. Orientation was standardized by rotating the landmark configurations to minimise the total distance between homologous landmarks. Size was standardized by scaling the centroid size of each landmark configuration to one. This left shape as the only parameter to be analysed (Zelditch et al., 2004). This procedure of standardizing position, orientation and size allowed us to include samples encompassing a range of cranial sizes and degrees of robusticity, thus individuals covering ontogenetic stages from juveniles to senile adult males and females. Individual Principal Component (PC) axes accounted for the shape variation described by multiple landmarks, reducing the number of variables to be assessed. The Evan Toolbox program derives the value of each PC from a variance-covariance matrix (see Zelditch et al., 2004). The first principal component axis (PC1) accounted for a major percentage of the shape variance, with subsequent PCs progressively less, until 100% of the shape variance had been included. We
used plots of the first two PCs to demonstrate the relationship of the adult and juvenile crania from Hungary and those from Georgia.

To further examine group separation and get a quantitative assessment of the degree of crossover between the Georgian and Hungarian adult crania and between these and the Hungarian juvenile crania we subjected the PCs to a discriminant function analysis. We used a stepwise procedure to select the PCs that produced the best discrimination so that only variables that were highly significant in discriminating groups were selected in an iterative manner (p<0.01 for F-value of variable to be entered, p<0.10 for F-value of a variable to be removed). No more than six PCs covering 56% of the total variance were used in the analysis.

We used regression analysis to explore the ontogenetic correlation between juvenile Hungarian cranial shape and adult Hungarian and Georgian cranial shape. To assess the fraction of shape variance explained by growth and development we regressed Procrustes distance against centroid size (as a measure of cranial growth), and dental age (as a measure of age), quantified by the R-squared value (Zelditch et al., 2004). Procrustes distance provides a measure of shape variation for each specimen and is the sum of the distances between homologous landmarks between each specimen and the reference specimen, after Procrustes superimposition. The reference specimen used was the one with the lowest value for the independent variable being assessed. Procrustes Distance was the dependent variable with centroid size and age serving as independent variables. The logarithm of centroid size was used because most of the variation in shape was seen in the smaller values of centroid size (Zelditch et al., 2004).
The cranial shapes were then visualised in Evan Toolbox by warping the individual landmark configurations onto a template (Weber and Bookstein, 2012). Moving the cursor along a PC in the graph plotter progressively warps the underlying landmark configurations and generates a surface in the viewer, giving a clear picture of the shape variation described by each PC.

3. Results

3.1 Principal component analysis

Forty-six principal components capture the differences in cranial shape in the Hungarian and Georgian adult and Hungarian juvenile crania. The first two principal components account for 29% and 15% of the shape variation, respectively. Figure 4 plots the crania on the first two principal components. Convex hulls display the cut-off points between the groups. Example crania show the extent of shape variation. The scatter diagram shows wide variation in shape of the Georgian crania compared with the Hungarian adult and juvenile crania. The Georgian crania vary from long and low at the negative end of the first PC to narrow and tall at the positive end. The adult Hungarian crania have a relatively small range of shape variation. In spite of the small number of juvenile Hungarian crania the variation in shape is quite extensive. The Hungarian adult and juvenile crania cluster around PC2 and are characterized by post-coronal flattening and bulging parietals. Several Georgian crania also fall into this morphospace.

[Figure 4 here]

3.2 Discriminant Analysis
A step-wise discriminant analysis selected six principal PCs to provide the best separation with cross-validation (Table 3). When three groups, Hungarian juveniles, Hungarian adults and Georgian adults, were used in the analysis overall accuracy of classification was 93.5% (89.1% in cross-validation). When the procedure was repeated in an attempt to classify the Hungarian juveniles in a post-hoc manner based on the discriminant functions of the Hungarian and Georgian adults, six (67%) of the Hungarian juveniles were attributed to Hungarian adults despite greater shape variation and sample size of the Georgian adults (Table 4). This shows similarity in cranial shape between the Hungarian juveniles and adults.

[Table 3 here]

[Table 4 here]

### 3.3 Ontogenetic allometry

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed significant correlation (p<0.05) between Procrustes distance (PD), as consensus shape, cranial growth characterized by the natural logarithm of the centroid size (lnCS), and dental age, as a proxy for development (Table 5). In a regression of cranial shape against cranial growth there was stronger linear relationship between Hungarian juvenile and adult crania, with an R² value of 0.352, than between Hungarian juvenile and Georgian adult crania, with an R² of 0.269. Figure 5 shows the scatter plot of PD against lnCS for Hungarian juveniles of dental ages M0 – M2, Hungarian adults of M3 dental age (Figure 5a) and Georgian adults of M3 dental age (Figure 5b). The Hungarian juveniles and Georgian adults have strong variation in lnCS, but not so the Hungarian adults. Dental age provides a stronger variable than lnCS for simulating ontogenetic trajectory (Simons and Frost, 2016) and returned
a stronger $R^2$ correlation of 0.467 for the Hungarian juvenile and adult crania, than the Hungarian juvenile and Georgian adult crania, which returned an $R^2$ of 0.363 (Table 5). A correlation of PD and dental age with lnCS as a covariate increased the correlation to $R^2$ of 0.684 for the Hungarian juvenile and adult crania and $R^2$ of 0.61 for the Hungarian juvenile and Georgian adult crania. A plot of dental age against estimated marginal means of PD demonstrated that most shape change occurred during the period of rapid cranial growth, during the M0 – M1 dental age period (0–6 years), with further change occurring up to M2 (6–12 years), after which there was little change leading to M3 (above 18 years) (Figure 6).

Although the Georgian adults have a higher range and standard deviation in PD values (Figure 7), the mean PD values do not differ significantly between the Georgian and Hungarian adults. Our results of stronger correlation between the Hungarian juveniles and adults in analyses of ontogenetic allometry should nevertheless be treated with caution given our relatively small sample of juveniles.

[Table 5 here]

[Figure 5 here]

[Figure 6 here]

[Figure 7 here]

### 3.4 Warping in Evan Toolbox

The shape differences in modified crania are revealed with Evan Toolbox by warping along the PC axes. The three-dimensional landmark configurations at each point are applied to a template
which then displays the modified shape as denoted by PC1 and PC2 at that point. Warping along PC1 from +0.1 to –0.1 demonstrates the transition in shape from a simulated juvenile to a simulated adult cranium along that axis (Figure 8). The sagittal view shows that the frontal and occipital regions of Hungarian juvenile crania have a steep angle as a result of the anteroposterior binding. These areas become less steep and more rounded in the adult crania after the age when the binding has ceased. The axial view reveals the biparietal diameter to be wide in the juvenile crania as a result of the second vertical binding producing compensatory expansion in the parietal regions but this is reduced in the adult crania. Similarly, an expansion of the postorbital region due to the vertical binding is noted in the juvenile crania causing a reduction in the postorbital constriction in these as compared to the adult crania. While the warping is visualized on a template in Evan Toolbox, the ontogenetic shape changes can also be appreciated by comparing photographs of actual Hungarian juvenile and adult crania, as shown in Figure 9.

The depressions on the cranial bones allow us to interpret how the bindings were applied to produce the modified shapes. We selected four crania from Georgia and four from Hungary to depict the variety of modified cranial shape (Figure 10). Georgian crania such as 1880 and 2383 appear to be modified by one or two encircling bindings extending from the frontal to the occipital regions. Grooves from the bandages are visible on the frontal, parietal and occipital bones. This form of modification, termed the annular type (Dembo and Imbelloni, 1938; Zhirov,
1940) is maintained by placing tight bandages high or low on the frontal and occipital regions, which results in the head appearing tall and domed or low and sloping. Specimen 1958 on Figure 4 also demonstrates this modification. Most of these crania are visually striking. There is marked compensatory expansion superiorly or obliquely posteriorly allowing the brain to grow towards the uncompressed regions of the skull (Tiesler, 2014). Other crania from Georgia, such as 1618 and 2402 (Figure 10) are flattened in the region of bregma, suggesting the presence of a second binding. The obliquely oriented frontal and vertically oriented occipital in 1618 may have been produced by stiff compression boards or bandages, which may be described as coronal-occipital (Zhirov, 1940) or tabular modification (Dembo and Imbelloni, 1938). A post-coronal bandage ensures that the head is not too tall. The Georgian crania flattened in the region of bregma are similar to those from Hungary (Figure 10, 11885, 20092613, 337493, 35515). These are modified with two bindings, the first placed antero-posteriorly and the second extending from the post-coronal region over the temporal bones bilaterally to the angle of the mandible. This produced flattening of the frontal bone with a fairly steep gradient, flattening of the occipital region, as well as post-coronal flattening and depressions of the temporal bones laterally with bilateral compensatory expansion of the parietal bones in the line of the binding. Crania such as 20092613 and 337493 show the typical uniform shape for the Hungarian crania (see other examples on Figure 4). There are, however, some severely modified crania in this group. The juvenile cranium 118855 has strong impressions of annular and coronal bindings resulting in a bilobed appearance and bulging parietals. The adult specimen 35515 similarly has a bilobed appearance, albeit less severe. This individual also displays an oblique frontal and vertical occipital region and deep marks from pressure pads on
the parietal bosses. The groove from the post-bregmatic binding is also clearly visible. Figure 11 shows these crania in superior view.

4. Discussion

Our study demonstrates the utility of a geometric morphometric approach in detecting shape differences in intentionally modified crania from Georgia and Hungary and between juvenile and adult Hungarian crania. Using surface landmarks and semi-landmarks from three dimensions, we were able to show that crania from Hungary during the Migration Period were modified in a uniform manner compared with modified crania from Georgia. This result reinforced our previous findings from two-dimensional outline analysis (Mayall et al., 2017).

Warping the mean cranial shape along the principal component axes revealed the transformation from the juvenile to adult modified crania associated with anterior-posterior and superior-inferior bindings resulting in a bilateral expansion in the region of the parietals (Figure 8). The bindings in the juveniles leave exaggerated depressions in the pathway of the bandages (Figures 9, 10, 11). This is because the cranial bones in juveniles are soft and unilaminar and the bones are not completely mineralised. The trabecular structure with the diploe in between the outer tables is not visible until the fourth year (Rice, 2008; Standring, 2008; Lieberman, 2011). As a result, juvenile cranial bones have greater plasticity and are susceptible to alteration from compression. The pathway of the bandages as seen in sagittal
and superior views supports our previous hypothesis (Mayall et al., 2017) that cranial modification in Hungary during the Migration Period was predominantly done using two bandages. Pap (1984, 1985) has previously described this type of modification for the crania from Hungary.

The regression analyses of the Hungarian adult and juvenile modified crania confirmed that the period of greatest cranial shape variation corresponds to the early period of life during the time of rapid cranial growth. This is also the period in which bindings are applied to the crania.

Tiesler (2014) states that cranial modification is possible only during the period of active cranial growth, principally during the first two years of life as after this time growth of the cranial vault occurring at the sutures ceases. By incorporating ontogenetic series of modified crania into our study, we find, however, that we are able to offer a slightly different perspective. Limited cranial shape variation across several Hungarian sites and age classes, and over a long period of time suggests that we are observing a consistent pattern. Although larger sample sizes for each age group and site are needed to substantiate our findings, we see rapid shape changes to the cranial vault from birth to the eruption of first molars at six years (Figure 6). Following this, there are slight shape changes until the eruption of the second molar at about 12 years, and then further changes take place until the eruption of third molars in adulthood. Our observations fit the growth trajectory of the cranial vault paralleling the growth of the brain (Lieberman, 2011). By the time of the eruption of the first molar at around six years, 95 percent of brain growth is complete, followed by slower growth of the vault during the juvenile period until the eruption of the second molar and more rapid growth until the eruption of the third molar in adolescence (Lieberman, 2011). Ross and Williams (2010) found small changes in
cranial vault dimensions from the age of 14 to 20, but significant vault changes in the 25 to 40-year range. Previous studies also found considerable variation in the pattern and degree of cranial suture closure at the endocranial and ectocranial surfaces, with sutures sometimes remaining patent even into the third and fourth decades of life (Albert et al., 2007; Baer, 1956; Kendrick and Risinger, 1967; Key et al., 1994; Perizonius, 1984; Thompson and Kendrick, 1964; Vijaya Kumar et al., 2012). There is also evidence that the biological process of bone absorption and deposition remodel the cranial bones and change the thickness and shape of the cranial vault well into the sixth decade of life (Albert et al., 2007; Behrents, 1990; Enlow, 1990; Israel, 1968). It is not clear when the bandages were removed from the juvenile modified skulls in the Migration Period of Europe, but it is apparent that once the pressure from the bindings was released the deformed skull continued to grow, reverting to its normal, unmodified shape to some extent. This could explain why markings from the bindings are not as deep on the adult skulls as on the juveniles.

This study serves to highlight the role of intentional cranial modification as a cultural practice to denote social identity during the Migration Period of Europe. This is seen in the stylistic homogeneity in cranial modification in Hungary. The correlation we found between juvenile and adult modified cranial shape is unlikely to be due to genetic affiliation because diverse socio-cultural groups were present in Hungary during the Migration Period. Historical sources mention the presence of Germanic groups, including Goths, Gepids, Langobards, Indo-Iranian nomadic tribes such as Sarmatians and Alans, pre-existing Romanised populations, as well as the Huns, who arrived in Hungary around 370 AD from the East and were themselves a
conglomeration of Turkic and Scytho-Sarmatian groups (Czeglédy, 1983; Kim, 2013; Hancock, 2004; Kelly, 2015; Sinor, 1990; Vaissière, 2015).

Putting together the historical references and archaeological evidence it is reasonable to assume that the Huns promulgated the practice of cranial modification in the region at this time. Their arrival in the Carpathian basin marks a dramatic and definitive turning point in the history of Hungary, the Roman Empire and Europe (Kim, 2013; Sinor, 1990), setting in the motion the great migrations of the Germanic and Eurasian nomads and ultimately destabilising the Roman Empire (Halsall, 2005, 2007; Heather, 2015). While historians are unclear on whether the Huns picked up the practice on their journey to Europe from other groups such as the Alans, or carried the practice from their roots in Mongolia and Inner Asia, it is certain that they had modified heads by the time they arrived in the Pontic steppe (Czeglédy, 1983; Maenchen-Helfen, 1958, 1973; Sinor, 1990). Upon their arrival, the practice became extremely prevalent in Hungary, modified crania making up to 80 percent of the crania in grave sites during the Migration Period (Fóthi, 2000; Hackenbeck, 2009; Kisely, 1978; Paap, 1984, 1985; Torres-Rouff and Yablonsky, 2005). Although the political dominion of the Huns in Hungary was fairly short-lived, from about the 370s to the 460s (Kim, 2013; Vaissière, 2015), the practice of cranial modification in Hungary continued at least until the 7th c AD under the political sway of other nomadic groups such as the Goths, Gepids, Langobards, and Avars (Molnár et al., 2014). The practice was widely adopted and maintained within the local community in Hungary as is evident from the incidence of modified crania from all age groups, neonates to senile adults, and an equal representation of males and females. It appears that several social groups in the region shared a social identity by following the same style of cranial modification over nearly
three centuries despite political turnover. This attests to the influence of the Huns in consolidating this identity. The influence of the Huns long after their official political power had declined can best be appreciated if we consider that Western and Byzantine chroniclers anachronistically attributed several later events in the history of Europe and Hungary to the Huns (Czeglédy, 1983; Sinor, 1990).

Cranial modification in the Mtskheta region of Georgia in the Migration Period provides a counterpoint to the practice in Hungary. There are examples of modified heads in the Bronze Age, but these are sporadic and isolated compared with the proliferation after the 4th c AD, when modified crania make up about 24% of the crania from grave sites in Mtskheta. The increase in incidence can reasonably be associated with the Migration Period, but the diversity in modified cranial shape compared with Hungary suggests that a distinct set of social influences were operating in Georgia at this time. Indeed, historical references are equivocal about the presence of Huns in Georgia, but the presence of Alans and Sarmatians is consistently recorded (Alemany, 2000; Furtwängler et al., 2008; Rapp, 2003; reviewed in Mayall et al., 2017). Alans and Sarmatians were assimilated into the Hunnic ranks in Hungary (Hancock, 2004; Sinor 1990), but in Georgia the variation in modified cranial shape may suggest that they were forging a distinct social identity. The Alans eventually formed the kingdom of Alania (present-day Ossetia) in northern Georgia (Borjian, 2006). Different styles of modification among groups in close proximity highlight the value of ethnicity as “a social construct used to amplify cultural distinctions that are overlain on biologically similar populations” Torres-Rouff and Yablonsky, 2005: 3). The presence of predominantly adult females with modified heads and the absence of modified heads in the large sample of juveniles is difficult to interpret, but suggests that cranial
modification was a non-local practice in Mtskheta and the females were migrants who did not extend the practice of cranial modification to the next generation. Hackenbeck (2009) similarly postulated the practice of female exogamy for Migration Period sites in Germany, where there is predominance of females and absence of juveniles with modified heads. Further studies involving cultural artefacts, genetic material, and strontium and oxygen isotope ratios may help to determine the original location of these individuals.

The social significance of cranial modification in the Migration Period of Europe is similar to that in South America and Mesoamerica, where cranial modification was practised for several thousand years (Tiesler, 2012). Researchers were able to identify temporal changes in modification styles, evidence for solidarity in tight regional groups where there was little variation in cranial shapes, and the presence of mixed urban groups where diverse modification styles provided fluid boundaries between groups (Blom, 2005; Perez, 2007; Torres-Rouff, 2002).

5. Conclusions

The Migration Period is acknowledged to be a formative period in the history of Eurasia. Historians have largely relied on contemporary historical and linguistic sources to reconstruct this time-period with little reference to the archaeological record (Frachetti, 2008; Goffart, 2006). The bioarchaeological evidence as portrayed by the distinctive skeletal mark of modified crania adds a new dimension to understanding social interactions during this time-period (Anke, 1998; Hakenbeck, 2009; Huck, 2007; Kiszely, 1978). In this study, surface analysis helped to provide a more comprehensive assessment of the cranial shape differences between regions, which confirmed that Georgian and Hungarian crania were modified using different methods.
By incorporating juvenile crania in the study, we demonstrated that the Hungarian crania were modified using a uniform technique of two bandages, which constrained cranial shape, whereas Georgian crania were bound using several techniques, which resulted in a variety of cranial shapes. Regression analyses confirmed that the major shape alteration occurred during the first few years of life, during the period of rapid cranial growth but there was some reversal to the unmodified shape in adulthood after the bindings had been removed. Intentional cranial modification was widespread in Europe during the 4th to 7th centuries and was used as a permanent and highly visible form of social identity.
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Table 1. Materials used in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Specimen Numbers</th>
<th>Dental age</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>M/F</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Georgia Adults</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samtavro</td>
<td>1593, 1594, 1596, 1613, 1618, 1619, 1621, 1632, 1635, 1638, 1645, 1880, 1881, 1958, 1964, 2166, 2167, 1973</td>
<td>M3$^8$</td>
<td>4 – 6 c AD$^1$</td>
<td>5/13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinvali</td>
<td>2383, 2020, 2402</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>4 – 6 c AD$^2$</td>
<td>0/3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5/16</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hungary Adults</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hajdúnánás-Furjhalom</td>
<td>151229,162250, 190280, 273396, 290415, 337493, 355515, 8221072, 8221073</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>3 – 5 c AD$^3$</td>
<td>5/4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keszthely-Fenékpuszta</td>
<td>20092614, 20092612</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>4 – 7 c AD$^4$</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohacs</td>
<td>5258</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>5 – 6 c AD$^5$</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiszavasvari</td>
<td>10970</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>5 c AD$^3$</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakoczifalva</td>
<td>200711, 200717</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>5 – 6 c AD$^7$</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velem</td>
<td>5111</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>5 c AD$^3$</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$AD: After Death
$^2$AD: After Death
$^3$AD: After Death
$^4$AD: After Death
$^5$AD: After Death
$^6$AD: After Death
$^7$AD: After Death
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mözs</td>
<td>11885</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>5c AD⁶</td>
<td>undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arad-Gáj</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>5c AD³</td>
<td>undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakoczífalva</td>
<td>200713</td>
<td>M0</td>
<td>3–5c AD⁷</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keszthely</td>
<td>2009265</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>4–5c AD⁴</td>
<td>undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20092625</td>
<td>M1⁸</td>
<td>4–5c AD⁴</td>
<td>undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20092627</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>4–5c AD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20092613</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>4–5c AD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20092610</td>
<td>M0⁹</td>
<td>4–5c AD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20092626</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>4–5c AD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**

|                 |         |     |             | undetermined | 9            |

---

1 Sagona et al., 2010; ² Georgia National Museum; ³ Hungarian Natural History Museum; ⁴ Heinrich-Tamáska and Schweissing, 2011; ⁵ Müller, 2003; ⁶ Ódor, 2011; ⁷ Tóth, 2003.

⁸ Dental age key: M0 (0 – 6 years); M1 (6 – 12 years); M2 (12 – 18 years); M3 (18+ years)
Table 2. Cranial landmarks used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Midline</th>
<th>Bilateral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glabella</td>
<td>The point on the superior orbital margin lateral to the supraorbital notch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bregma</td>
<td>The point on the lateral margin of the orbit marking the greatest breadth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda</td>
<td>The point where the superior temporal line crosses the coronal suture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inion</td>
<td>The point where the superior nuchal lines meet in the midline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ectoconchion</td>
<td>The most anterior midline point in the Frankfurt-Horizontal plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanion</td>
<td>The point of intersection of the coronal and sagittal sutures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asterion</td>
<td>The intersection of the sagittal and lambdoid sutures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The point where the superior nuchal lines meet in the midline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Discriminant analysis classification accuracy with cross-validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Hungary juvenile</th>
<th>Hungary adults</th>
<th>Georgia adults</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hungary juveniles</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>88.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary adults</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia adults</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cross-validation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Hungary juvenile</th>
<th>Hungary adults</th>
<th>Georgia adults</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hungary juveniles</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>88.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary adults</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia adults</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Discriminant analysis classification accuracy, with Hungarian juveniles classified post-hoc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Hungary adults</th>
<th>Georgia adults</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hungary adults</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia adults</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary juveniles</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cross validation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Hungary adults</th>
<th>Georgia adults</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hungary adults</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia adults</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Correlation between Procrustes distance as dependant variable and proxies for ontogenetic trajectories as independent variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Hungarian juveniles and Hungarian adults</th>
<th>Hungarian juveniles and Georgian adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural log centroid size</td>
<td>12.47, 0.002, 0.352</td>
<td>10.31, 0.003, 0.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Age</td>
<td>20.19, 0.00, 0.467</td>
<td>15.96, 0.00, 0.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental age with natural log of centroid size as covariate</td>
<td>10.80, 0.04, 0.684</td>
<td>9.854, 0.01, 0.612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure legends

Figure 1. Map of Hungary showing sites with modified crania used in this study

Figure 2. Map of Georgia showing sites of modified crania used in this study

Figure 3. Digitalised cranial surface

Figure 4. Plot of the first and second principal component axes of Georgian adult and Hungarian adult and juvenile modified crania with polygons demarcating groups

Figure 5. Regression of Procrustes Distance by Natural Log of Centroid size. A. Hungarian juveniles and Hungarian adults. B. Hungarian juveniles and Georgian adults

Figure 6. Regression analysis curve: Estimated marginal means of Procrustes distance by dental age

Figure 7. Mean Procrustes distance by Dental Age

Figure 8. Warping of cranial shape on a template cranium along Principal Component One

Figure 9. Comparison of juvenile and adult modified cranial shape in Hungary shown on example crania

Figure 10. Georgian and Hungarian modified crania showing presumed styles of binding

Figure 11. Superior views showing bilobed cranium in 118855 and impression of pressure pads in 355515
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Figure. 9. Comparison of juvenile and adult modified cranial shape in Hungary shown on example crania
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